
Task 3. Complete the following sentences with words from ex. 2. CAUTION. 

Sometimes you have to change the form of the word. 

1. At the time of the crash, there were tailwinds reported in __________ of the plane’s 

safe operating parameters. 

2. The NTSB said the FAA needs to improve its ___________ procedures during 

transition periods for air carriers. 

3. An investigation found the fault was due to wires being crossed by the manufacturer 

during an ___________ of the plane. 

4. Developments on this issue will be dealt with in a ___________ report. 

5. Increasing numbers of people ____________ to work from home nowadays. 

6. I could feel we were ___________ and going straight into the wall. 

7. The inspection of about 740 Boeing 737s, 747s, 757s and 767s built since 1981  was 

ordered by the FAA to put to rest concerns about _____________ of fire-warning and 

fire-suppressant systems in engines and cargo areas.  

8. You may not enter the security area without ______________.  

9. Expectation ____________ occurs when an individual's expectations about an 

outcome influence perceptions of one's own or others' behavior. 

10. Users perform tasks every day that can ____________ the security of their 

computers. 

11. Securing the ___________ of an estate is the first and primary task if one wants to 

live in a seemingly secure environment.  

12. ______________ means that something went wrong with a process, service, or 

product, and the result does not match the initial specifications. 

13. Boeing came in for a lot of ____________ from the press after the two fatal crashes 

of its B737 MAX airliners.  

14. The Tenerife airport disaster which was a collision of two jumbo jet Boeing 747 is one 

of the most easily ____________ airplane accident. 

15. I was ____________ dressed for a job interview and no wonder I didn’t get the job. 

16.  There are no ____________ differences between these two aircraft. 

17. A lot of people hope that airfares are likely to ___________ unchanged in the post-

COVID era. 

18. I have my own 3D printer, but the _____________ accuracy isn’t good enough. 

19. The rise in unemployment is seen as ____________ of a new economic recession. 

20. The standing water on the runway led to a _____________ and death of many people 

on board. 

 


